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12. Trip information and rules.
Limited to one entry per household. a) Random drawing will occur on 7/4/2022 in person at the Iconic Home
Advisors eXp Realty office located at 818 E New Haven Ave #103, Melbourne FL 32901 between 11-1pm EST.  b)
One lucky winner will be picked and announced.  c) To be considered for this drawing, All participants must have
closed on a property with Brad or Alisha Fairman or a member of their team on or after 10/01/2021 and prior to
7/1/2022, or have mailed in their entry form to the address above by no later than 6/30/2022 if not a past client.
d) One winner will receive a week of kayak fishing at Los Buzos Resort from 10/09/2022 to 10/15/2022, main cabin
round trip airfare from a Florida International Airport to Panama City, Panama. Two nights at a hotel in Panama City
(Night of arrival and night prior to departure).  All transportation to and from Tocumen International Airport and
Hotel.  e) The following items are excluded and may be an additional cost to the winner: Excess airline baggage
fees, food in Panama City unless provided by hotel as well as transportation within the US.  Tips or extras in
Panama City or at Los Buzos Resort for ie. gear rental/tackle ($250) if you don't bring your own, and any extra trips
or upgraded rooms, panga mothership trips $150 each, beach front room upgrade - $300 double occupancy, $600
single, bar tab? etc.  It is customary to tip the fishing guides 10% of the total fishing package of $2,250 at the end
of your trip.  f) Approximate retail value of total prizes is $3,500 including airfare.  g) Valid Passport and all
COVID-19 guidelines for International entry and exit are the sole responsibility of the winner.  Winner waives their
rights to any prize if they are not able to travel during the time period listed above.  h) This is a pre-paid package for
the week listed above and cannot be changed or refunded for any reason.
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